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 Abstract

The concept of political behavior within organizations is a topic of research in a lot of fields, such 
as management, human resources, psychology, sociology. It is dealing with a type of informal 
behavior within an organization, meaning that such activities are not approved formally by 
the organization itself, but the individuals would still often undertake them in order to achieve 
personal interests or protect the interests of others. The main goal of this paper is to point out to 
the reasons of political behavior within a company, as well as the consequences of such behavior. 
A crucial importance will be given to the importance of political skills for increasing the control 
and power and influencing others to behave in accord with the goals of individuals or groups 
within such companies. Such skills have a very important role in terms of organizational 
changes, leadership and understanding organizational politics.
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ПОЛИТИЧКО ПОНАШАЊЕ МЕНАЏЕРА И ЗАПОСЛЕНИХ 
КАО ИНСТРУМЕНТ НАПРЕДОВАЊА У КАРИЈЕРИ – ФАКТОРИ 

И УТИЦАЈ НА ИНДИВИДУАЛНУ И ОРГАНИЗАЦИОНУ 
ЕФЕКТИВНОСТ

Апстракт

Концепт политичког понашања у организацијама, предмет је изучавања различи-
тих дисциплина, као што су менаџмент, људски ресурси, психологија, социологија. 
Реч је о неформалном облику понашања у организацији, што подразумева да ове 
активности нису званично одобрене од стране организације, али их појединци пре-
дузимају како би остварили сопствене или заштитили нечије интересе. Циљ рада 
је да се укаже на разлоге политичког понашања у предузећу као и последице овак-
вог понашања. Посебно ће се указати на значај политичких вештина за повећање 
контроле и моћи и утицај на друге да се понашају у складу са циљевима појединаца 
или групе у предузећу. Ове вештине имају важну улогу у организационим промена-
ма, лидерству и разумевању организационе политике.
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Introduction

The members of an organization use different tactics of political behavior as to 
fulfill certain goals in their careers. Such tactics are called influence tactics. They deal 
with different methods of working within an organization in order for someone to 
advance in their career, secure a better position within the organization, increase control, 
power and benefits. Such behavior does not necessarily need to impact the organization 
in a negative way. For this reason alone, there are literary talks about both positive 
(Mintzberg, 1977; Dix and Savickas, 1995; Ferris et al., 2007; Coopey & Burgoyne, 2000; 
Kapoutsis & Thanos, 2016) and negative sides (Kumar & Rehana, 1989; Valle & Witt, 
2001; Sussman, 2002; Semmer, 2006; Chang, Rosen & Levy, 2009; Olorunleke, 2015) of 
employees’ behavior. In case such behavior secures better interests for the company as 
well as for the employees, such behavior has generally positive effects from the aspect of 
the organization as a whole. However, it is often the case when political tactics are used 
that the interests of certain members or groups are focused on, neglecting and working 
against the interests of the organization as a whole.

Political behavior is the reality of modern enterprises. Although, the certain factors 
influencing such behavior of the organization’s employees can be debated. These factors 
can be individual, that is, related to the personal characteristics of employees, as well as 
organizational, or in relation to uncertainties in the functioning of the organization (Bauer 
& Erdogan, 2016). With this we have in mind the system of performance assessment and 
the promotion of employees and, also, vaguely defined responsibilities of members in 
the functioning of the organization. Organizational politics and culture with a system of 
values and employee’s beliefs play an important role in both stimulating and discouraging 
members to adopt such behavior.

The consequences of different aspects of political behavior of the employees can be 
monitored from both the individual and organizational aspect. Also, both positive and 
negative effects can be taken into consideration when it comes to the usage of different 
tactics of political behavior. Many researchers point out to the decrease in motivation 
of the employees, the incline of dedication to the organization (Chang, Rosen & Levy, 
2009) and increased stress (Semmer, 2006) and agitation at work as key consequences 
of excessive use of political behavior tactics within an organization. However, the 
positive effects cannot be disregarded, primarily when it comes to increase in earnings, 
promotion and other types of employee stimulation as key benefits from the individual 
aspect (Kumar & Rehana, 1989; Kapoutsis & Thanos, 2016). The enterprise itself can 
benefit as well, for by using such techniques there can be an increase of productivity of the 
employees, the increase of their dedication, finding new methods to compete with other 
members, which can influence the healthier competition inside the organization, which 
becomes an important factor of their efficiency at work.

The main goal of this paper is to explain the concept of political behavior in an 
enterprise and to emphasize the importance of these tactics for career advancement as 
well as effects from an organizational perspective. In addition, the aim is to analyze not 
only the positive aspects of this concept, but also the possible negative effects from both 
the individual and organizational level.

The first part of this paper explains the concept of political behavior in business 
and typology. The second part presents various aspects of political behavior in an 
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organization. After that, the factors of political behavior are analyzed, while the last part 
gives the positive and negative consequences of the implementation of such tactics in the 
company.

 
Conceptual determination of the political behavior concepts 

within the enterprise

The approach to the organization as the political entity is not new, having in 
mind that March (1962) noticed in the year of 1962 “that the organizations are political 
coalitions within which decisions are made and goals set in the process of negotiation”. 
Politics is involved in the business of every enterprise, having in mind that the enterprises 
being organizations need to adapt to the interests of numerous stakeholders. “Even 93% 
of the surveyed managers said that they believe that there is political behavior within 
their organizations, while 70% thinks that involvement in such behavior is required 
for the individual to become successful” (Gandz & Murray, 1980). Namely, within the 
enterprise as an organization there are interests of different groups while the resources 
are often limited, making the employees resort to the various tactics of political behavior 
as to make their career goals easier and become more successful in general.

The concept of political behavior is the topic of research of different authors 
for more than three decades already. “Political behavior is either individual or group 
behavior which is informal, seemingly legitimate, usually destructive for the organization 
and, in technical sense, illegal, but unsanctioned neither by the formal authority, accepted 
ideology, nor confirmed expertise” (Mintzberg, 1977). “It represents the tactical influence 
of the employee who is led by the strategic goal, being both rational and conscious, 
leaning towards the fulfillment of his personal interests which are in accord or discord 
with the interests of others within an organization” (Valle & Perrewe, 2000). “Political 
behavior within an organization can be defined as such activities which are not required 
within the frame of the organizational role of the individual, but they influence or attempt 
to influence the pros and cons of the organization” (Farrell & Patterson, 1982). This 
means that such influences can be aligned with the interests of the other members of the 
organization or with the goals of the organization itself as well as with the values, but they 
can be opposite with them as well. That will primarily determine the influence of such 
behavior of the employees when it comes to the business of the organization. It allows the 
employees and managers to create an impression of fulfilling the standards that are highly 
valued by the enterprise, which directly influences the possibility of career advancements.

Political behavior is a term more narrow than the term organizational politics. 
Organizational politics allows the usage of resources at hand for the completion of required 
goals, in such conditions in which the interests of the members of the organization are 
conflicted. “Organizational politics has three levels - individual, group and organizational. 
Such politics is imposed by the organization, and not the individual, which differs greatly 
from the political behavior. This implies that the key difference between organizational 
politics and political behavior lies in the fact that the former derives from the organization 
and latter from the individual” (Jafariani, Mortazavi, Nazemi & Bull, 2012). Organizational 
politics is determined by the organizational culture, that is, by the system of values and 
principles which are accepted within an organization and which leans towards directing 
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the members in order to fulfill the organizational goals, while the political behavior is 
focused on the completion of personal goals and interests within a certain organization.

“The important characteristic of the political behavior is that it occurs within 
conditions of vaguely set goals in the organization, scarce resources, changeable 
environment and technology, unprogrammed decisions” (Miles, 1980). Within stable 
conditions of business, with clearly-defined organizational structure of the enterprise 
and innovative culture, the employees will be more dedicated to the organization and 
they will align their goals with the goals of the organization. This will demotivate 
their political behavior. However, political behavior has become conventional for the 
functioning of the contemporary enterprises, but not an exception. The probability of 
expressing the political behavior within organization increases with major disagreements 
when the goals of the organization are concerned, vaguely determined goals, different 
and conflicting ideas of the employees and interpersonal problems, as well as with the 
inadequate information.

The research shows that the political behavior is more closely connected with 
the employees holding higher positions within the enterprise and that it is less closely 
connected with the employees holding lower positions within the enterprise (Appelbaum 
& Hughes, 1998, p. 85). This means that managers and employees working on higher 
hierarchical levels of the organization use their political skills more profanely in order to 
influence other members for the completion of certain benefits. Such behavior is especially 
important for influencing their subordinate colleagues to work in accordance with the 
interests of the organization, while at the same time for it not to seem like manipulative 
behavior. Besides that, they need to be skilled in motivating and understanding their 
employees.

Szoc (1999) indicates that both managers and employees would rather engage in 
political behavior when the procedures of decision-making and performance evaluation 
within the organization are complex and unclear and when the competition between 
the members within the organization is strong in terms of scarce resources of the 
organization. Contrary to this, in a stable and less complex environment, with a clear 
decision-making process and lesser presence of competitive behavior, excessive political 
behavior is highly unlikely.

Farrell and Petersen (1982) saw political behavior through three dimensions. Those 
dimensions point out to methods of ensuring that the employees have sufficient resources 
in order to influence the benefits within the organization, that is, the management tactics 
of available resources. Internal - External dimension includes the external dimension 
which deals with the usage of external resources for the purpose of achieving goals (spying, 
important information leaking, cooperation with people outside the organization) and 
the internal dimension or the usage of already available resources within the organization 
(cooperation with the employees, taking revenge, revolting, remonstrating). Horizontal 
- Vertical dimension deals with the political behavior that manifests between the 
subordinates and superiors, as well as in between colleagues on the same hierarchical 
level. Legitimate - Illegitimate dimension includes the legitimate dimension of political 
behavior, or, launching complaints about the superiors, disrespecting the decisions of 
the superiors, doing professional activities outside the boundaries of the enterprise and 
illegitimate political behavior, or, behavior which contradicts the politics and functions 
of the organization (breaking and sabotaging rules, revolting, disorder, snitching).
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Table 1: Typology of the political behavior within an organization

Source: According to Latif, A., Abideen, U. Z., Nazar, S. M., 2011

Based on the previously explained dimensions of the political behavior of the 
employees, a multidimensional review of the political situation became enabled, as it can 
be seen in Table 1. Field I is characteristic for the organizations with a broad range of 
rewards within the enterprise and with limited influence of the employees in the decision-
making processes. Field II includes the employees on the same hierarchical levels who, by 
forming coalitions, can contribute to the goals of the enterprise. External vertical political 
behavior includes the accusations of the employees, but also the situations that can settle 
the disputes within the organization by discussion. The employees and managers can 
even use certain information or contacts outside of the organization which may help 
them in their fulfillment of goals within the organization. On the other hand, fields V, VI, 
VII and VIII include the illegitimate political behavior which can be sanctioned within 
the enterprise, and can also lead to getting fired.

Political skill is the key determinant of political behavior. “It represents the ability of 
effectively understanding other people at work and using such understanding to influence 
others towards fulfilling its own personal goals or those of the organization” (Ferris, 
Treadway, Kolodinsky et al., 2005). “Political skill allows individuals characterized by a 
high degree of understanding interactions to use such understanding to influence social 
results at the working environment” (Todd, Harris, Harris, & Wheeler, 2009, p. 183). 
“Political skill is not the tactic of influence - political skill makes the tactic of influence 
effective. Having political skills increases managerial and organizational effectiveness” 
(Perrewe & Nelson, 2004, p. 376).

This is about the ability of adapting the behavior of an individual to different and 
variable situations. Political skills increase the predictability within an organization, lower 
uncertainty and increase the control over events taking place within the organization. 
There is an understanding that individuals with developed political skills have larger self-
confidence and personal security at the workplace, having in mind that they achieve a 
higher degree of interpersonal control and also the control over activities happening in 
social interactions at work. Besides that, such people are more unburdened, stress is not 
present as much while they work and they can also possess manipulative skills. Without 
developed political skills, political behavior will not be as efficient.
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Picture 1:  The relationship of political skills, organizational politics and organizational changes

Source: According to Cheema, I. Q., Cheema, H. A., Ashraf, K., 2008, available at: http://www.
regent.edu/acad/global/publications/sl_proceedings/2008/cheema-ashraf.pdf (retrieved 17.09.2016.)

 
Picture 1 shows that the leaders with developed political skills and who understand 

organizational politics are more capable to manage organizational changes in the 
effective way. Besides that, a close connection between political skills of the leaders and 
understanding the organizational politics of the enterprise is being highlighted. According 
to this model, the leaders with political skills could cope easier with the negative effects 
of the organizational politics, but also to use the positive effects for their benefit or for 
the benefit of the organization. They are especially successful in using that with the goal 
of promoting themselves within the organization. Such leaders have no aversion towards 
the changes in the enterprise, but they use such changes to advance their careers further. 
This is a key trait for all leaders in contemporary and innovative enterprises. 

Understanding subordinates and their hidden intentions is especially important 
for leaders in the enterprise. Besides that, political behavior of the employees without 
developed political skills can be scorned by the other colleagues and superiors and be 
misunderstood for not acceptable behavior, or, a behavior that is not accord with widely-
accepted standards within an enterprise. Such employees and managers not only do 
not possess the ability to develop connections with other employees and using such 
connections in their workplace, but they are also characterized by having problems in 
communication and the inability to motivate others.

Different aspects of political behavior of the employees

In case political behavior is done by using legitimate means and goals, such behavior 
is legitimate; it can be developed and to positively influence the interactions between the 
members of the organization. Contrary to that, in case members of the organization use 
illegitimate means and goals, such behavior is illegitimate (Jafariani, Mortazavi, Nazemi & 
Bull, 2012, p. 2991). This means that political behavior does not need to be dysfunctional 
on its own. Having in mind that the goals of political behavior can be both group and 
individual, and that they are both intertwined, there are some difficulties in determining 
whether the political behavior is legitimate or not. Such approach to the political behavior 
is shown in Picture 2.
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Picture 2: Types of behavior within the organization

Source: According to Jafariani, H., Mortazavi, S., Nazemi, S. and Bull, P., 2012

Picture 2 points out that field I represents non-political behavior, or rather, 
represents business behavior, which is approved by the organization. Field II includes 
political behavior which is based around the abuse of power within the position in 
the enterprise in which the person is employed. Such behavior is dysfunctional with 
the aspect of the organization due to the fact that internal resources are used for the 
fulfillment of goals which are independent from the goals of the organization. Clearly-
defined responsibilities, rules and principles could prevent this form of political behavior. 
Such behavior is included in the field IV as well because such behavior is opposing 
the goals of the organization, but also the resources used as well. This table points out 
that the political behavior is neither positive nor negative on its own. Mayes and Allen 
(1977) have also made this conclusion and they believe that both the goals and means, 
two very important criteria for classifying a behavior as legitimate or illegitimate2. Also, 
they conclude that legitimate political behavior within a specific culture is not necessarily 
legitimate in another. More precisely, the legitimacy of the political behavior is context-
dependent. All of this points out to the complexity of the term political behavior.

“Political behavior is positive when it serves the vision and goals of the 
organization, develops teamwork and boosts self-confidence of the employers, while 
being ethically well-balanced” (Vigoda-Gadot & Drory, 2006, p. 337). Vigoda-Gadot 
i Kapun (2005) think that “there is a set of positive outcomes of political behavior: 

2 The most common types of illegitimate behavior include talking behind the backs of other employees or 
spreading false information about them, accepting credit for other people’s work, keeping important information 
for oneself or spreading false information, favoring of individuals, that is, the behavior that satisfies the personal 
interests of the individual and not those of the organization.
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career advancement, recognition and status, enhanced position and power, fulfillment 
of personal and organizational goals, successful realization of tasks at work, the feeling 
of control, success and accomplishment” (p.256). Political behavior is most commonly 
included in accomplishing such results, especially when one wants to achieve advanced 
within an organization or to get appraised by their associates. Some tactics can influence 
acquiring of new knowledge within the organization over different types of connecting 
and linking with the members of the organization, but also with the subjects outside of 
the organization.

Some authors, however, point out to the negative side of the political behavior. 
Curtis (2003) points out that “political behavior restricts information-sharing and 
communication within an organization, which is an important obstacle to organizational 
learning” (p.296). Various tactics of political behavior which allow the fulfillment of 
individual goals based on the possession of the important information can be used in 
order to keep the power, which is contrary to the interests of the organization. This is 
especially the case within organizations in which exists a low level of trust between their 
members, which may lead to their decrease in dedication. This way, the information are 
being manipulated with in order for someone to acquire personal gain or to acquire the 
gain of the group that person belongs to, but this does not necessarily mean that it goes 
against the interests of the enterprise itself. This means that political behavior can include 
both benefits and expenses.

In conditions of intensive competition within and enterprise in which resources 
are limited, political behavior is more common. Such behavior might “distort” the 
image of employees’ performances at work, which points out to the negative side of 
the political behavior of the employees. This means that an unjust system of rewarding 
and stimulating the employees can be established. The leaders play an important role in 
preventing such situations. They should encourage teamwork and rewarding based on 
the real performances. That way, it will be shown that excessive political behavior will not 
be rewarded and that it can find disapproval among the others.

Factors of political behavior

The sources of political behavior are based on managerial, organizational, individual 
and group reasons (Akgemci & Gok Gokce, 2015, p. 184). Managerial-organizational 
reasons include the relationship towards the unjust resource sharing or, in other words, 
affectionate behavior towards certain members of the organization who, by using their 
tactics of political behavior, adulate to their superiors or colleagues. In that regard, 
the employees could manage information, form close relationships with colleagues or 
superiors, connected with people outside of the organization, all in the purpose of using 
such contacts to achieve career success. Individual reasons include that some members 
of the organization have character traits which lean towards the political behavior. That 
way, they are trying to protect themselves from unacceptance by the managers and other 
employees, wish to progress their career in a short time period and try to convince others 
that they are important for the organization. Group reasons include separation of the 
strong organizational groups with which the individual avoids getting into conflict and 
the existence of informal relationships that are even far powerful than formal ones. The 
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individual uses certain tactics in order to become a part of such groups or in order to gain 
their allegiance and trust. 

In case the enterprise does business in an uncertain environment, in terms 
of organizational changes and strategic decision making, there are no objectively-
defined standards of performance, there is a branched-out hierarchical structure with 
the concentration of power in the highest administrative levels and non-developed 
social intelligence of the leader, there are great opportunities for expressing political 
behavior and manipulative efforts of employees and managers. Such conditions can be 
characterized as factors that encourage the expression of political skills in an enterprise.

Some authors make a difference between individual and organizational factors of 
political behavior. They include certain prerequisites for the manifestation of the political 
behavior on individual and organizational levels. The character of the individual or, 
rather, his/her characteristics, greatly influences whether they will engage in the political 
processes in the enterprise or not. We can classify the individual factors by the following:

 y Political skills;
 y Internal control locus;
 y Investing in an organization;
 y Expectations concerning success (Bauer & Erdogan, 2016).

“Political skills are referred as the interpersonal style of people, including their 
ability to behave well towards others, self-monitor, and to change their reactions in 
accordance with the situation they are in and to boost reassurance and self-confidence“ 
(Ferris et al., 2000). Research (Ferris, Fedor & King, 1994; Kilduff & Day, 1994) show 
that the individuals who have developed political skills are more effective in the 
workplace and they have a stronger influence on their ratings given to them by their 
supervisors concerning their performances. Individuals with the internal control locus 
believe that they can make a difference in the organizational results. Such people leave 
nothing to chance and they use different means to enhance the impression whenever 
their performance is concerned by the superiors. They believe that external factors have 
no impact on their personal results. Because of this, people with internal control locus 
are much more likely to engage in political behavior, believing that everything that 
revolves around them is in their hands alone. Research shows that such persons are more 
successful in perception of the political behavior in their environment (Valle & Perrewe, 
2000). The level of investment in the organization also affects political behavior. If 
investments in the organization of an individual are great, whether financial or emotional, 
they will become more and more motivated to engage in political behavior, because they 
are more interested in the fate of the organization than others are. Such individuals 
identify themselves with the organization and they are characterized by organizational 
commitment. Also, expectations concerning success are an important factor. In case an 
employee believes that it can influence the results of the enterprise and that it will directly 
affect its rewarding system, than individual will become more motivated to engage in the 
political behavior. If they believe that chance does not affect the outcome, the individual 
would not waste time and precious resources to influence the change.

A bit different classification of the individual factors of political behavior within 
the enterprise was given by Robbins (2001). He included the following factors: “self-
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control, internal control locus, lust for power, macchiavelism3, contributing into the 
organization by the members of that organization, the alternative possibilities, inclination 
towards accepting risks by the members of the organization and the individual value 
system” (p.366). Namely, people leaning towards self-control are more likely to engage 
into political behavior, having in mind that they wish their subordinates and resources 
remain under their control and they also believe that they can affect the impression they 
leave onto others. Also, the employees possessing lust for power are also more likely to 
engage into such behavior. Managers and employees with more experience have a lot of 
business alternatives and they do not want to risk their position, so they are less likely to 
engage into political behavior in order to advance their careers. Besides that, employees 
who have aversion towards risk will not be prone to political behavior, having in mind that 
such behavior includes a certain risk and that they will face the judgement or disapproval 
of their colleagues. Job satisfaction4 can play an important role. The more satisfied an 
employee is, the less willing they are to take the risk and apply political behavior tactics.

Besides individual factors, the important part in the manifestation of political 
behavior is also played by the organizational factors. Organizational factors include: 
“lack of resources, vaguely-specified roles, performance assessment, promotions 
and democratic decision-making” (Bauer & Erdogan, 2016). The lack of resources 
encourages the political behavior within the organization. When resources, as much 
as the monetary incentives or promotions, become limited, the employees regard their 
working environment as a political arena. Vaguely-specified roles, in terms of vaguely-
defined tasks and positions of the members of the organization, make political behavior 
imminent within the organization. Research (Muhammad, 2007, p. 234) shows that 
when responsibilities of the employees are not clearly defined, they lean towards the 
political behavior more. Ambiguity can occur even when assessment of performance and 
promotion of the organization members are concerned. Such ambiguities often lead to 
the showcase of the political behavior within the organization, for example via impression 
management or information management. Also, democratic decision-making within 
the organization is an important initiator of political behavior. This happens due to the 
number of people who are included in the decision making; the more they are the more 
influencing in various ways employees need.

Uncertainty concerning the business of the enterprise is connected with the 
organizational factors of political behavior of the employees and managers. Uncertain 
standards and goals of the enterprise, manipulative and political behavior of the superiors, 
unclear responsibilities of the employees, unclear possibilities of advancements, high 
targets and intensive competition with scarce resources represent the most important 
organizational factors.

Every uncertainty within the organization makes space for the political behavior 
of the employees. The goal is creating the collegial organizational climate that eliminates 
the barriers in the communication between the members, as well as distrust and conflicts. 

3 For such people is standard to talk to others what the others wish to hear, they usually use the tactic of 
adulation to their superiors and colleagues and they do not believe other people.
4 Research shows that the key determinants of job satisfaction can be: salary, the type and quality of training 
provided by the organization, the scope of work and the employee's ability to express their opinions openly 
(Zubović, Boškov & Bešlin Feruh, 2013).
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Each individual should have clearly-specified responsibilities and work tasks, should 
know the desired results and assessment of such results should be based on objective and 
rational criteria in order to avoid unfair behavior, inequality and favoring which, in the 
end, results in the decrease of organizational effectiveness and efficiency.

The consequences of political behavior of the employees

The consequences or effects of the political behavior of the employees within the 
organization can be positive and negative. Also, such effects can be differed from the 
aspect of manifestation as well; in other words, individual, affecting the individuals, and 
organizational, affecting the interests of the organizations in which political behavior is 
being manifested. For a long period of time the dominating attitude of the researchers 
in the field of management was that the political behavior was ever more present within 
the organizations, but that it was also not beneficial for the majority of the organizations, 
teams and individuals. This is due to the belief that leaning towards accomplishing 
personal interests creates expenses for the organization as a whole. However, many 
newer research (Kapoutsis & Thanos, 2016, p. 310) show that such behavior leads to the 
increase in productivity, career advancements, larger innovations of the organizations 
and decision-making via consensus.

“Political behavior refers to deliberate activities which include a wide repertoire, 
including the tactics of influencing, self-promotion, impression management; or rather, 
behavior which helps the achievement of desired goals which would otherwise not be 
possible“ (Kapoutsis, 2016, p. 41). Besides that, “political behavior uses the tactics such 
as impression management, information management, and similar, to secure desired 
results for the individual, as well as the success at their workplace” (Kimura, 2015). 
Such definitions of political behavior point out to the usefulness of such behavior of the 
employees from their career aspects. From this, it can be concluded that the individuals 
engage in the political behavior in order to fulfill their personal goals which they would 
not be able to do otherwise, having in mind that the employees manage to gain benefits 
both in financial and non-material sense. In case the personal goals are in accord with 
the goals of the enterprise, such behavior by the employees will lead to the organizational 
interests and vice versa.

Having in mind that the organization is a political environment, it is necessary 
for the individual to engage in the political behavior for their career success. The 
studies conducted by Dix and Savickas (1995) imply a strong influence of political skills 
employees possess on their careers. They have been doing research about the success of 
the employees at different phases of their careers and they have concluded that making 
quality contacts with people within the organization, being honest in such relationships, 
listening to advice and spending time with colleagues outside of the working hours, can 
have a strong positive influence on the employees’ career and such activities are closely 
related to certain tactics of political behavior. Creating close relationships with the 
colleagues and especially with the superiors can secure a “privileged treatment”.

The individuals with developed political skills who are engaged in the political 
behavior are at an advantage when compared with other members of the organization 
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in terms of getting rewarded and making good quality relationships with the colleagues, 
superiors, but also with employees on lower hierarchical levels. Such individuals are 
capable to influence the distribution of the rewards within the organization to their own 
benefit, by overemphasizing their accomplishments and creating an effective influence 
toward other members of the organization for their own personal gain (Dix and Savickas, 
1995). Political behavior in the organization can influence the increase of the motivation 
of the employees, their higher production and higher dedication, but only if it is not 
excessive and illegitimate type of political behavior which has negative outcomes, both 
for the individual and the organization as a whole. Also, such people have a lot of self-
confidence and they are able to gain the trust of others and to use that in order to achieve 
their own personal goals or the goals of the organization. They are successful in adapting 
to the variable environmental conditions, making them the usual choice for leadership 
roles within the organization.

“The individuals who choose the tactic of the political behavior in correspondence 
with the situation and use it efficiently, directly influence others through boosting self-
confidence, trust and credibility. Also, politically skilled people are adaptable by nature, 
which is of the crucial importance for contemporary organizations. The ultimate goal 
is causing a positive reaction of the person to whom it is intended to influence by using 
certain tactics of political behavior. This enables positive estimates of the target person in 
relation to the enhanced reputation of the political behavior “carrier, better performance 
assessment and having more opportunities for advancement” (Ferris et al., 2007, p. 307). 
Politically skilled people are capable to self-regulate their behavior in a way that governs 
the behavior and reactions of others, and they are also skilled in hiding their intentions. 
Therefore, social wisdom is an important individual characteristic of the employees who 
are successful in the usage of the political behavior with a goal of career advancement. 

Political behavior can help even the employees at lower hierarchical levels, but 
also the managers holding high positions. On one side, the employees can affect their 
superiors and to increase their earnings if they manage to make an impression that their 
personal contribution is higher than their real contribution. Also, they can use this way to 
draw attention to their results which can otherwise go unnoticed. On the other side, the 
leaders could spread their influence on their subordinates easier and gain their allegiance. 
This can ensure the larger individual efficiency and effectiveness, which contributes to the 
larger organizational efficiency and effectiveness as well. This is especially important in 
the conditions when organizational changes occur - when the leader needs to convince 
his subordinates that the changes are good for them. In such environments, the leader 
needs all the support in order for the changes to succeed.

Some authors (Coopey & Burgoyne, 2000) point out to the importance of some 
forms of political behavior for learning within the organization, especially through 
establishing relationships with more experienced people and making coalitions with 
subjects both within and outside of the organization, creating positive effects even 
from the aspect of the individual who acquires new knowledge and new information, 
but also from the aspect of the organization as well. Such knowledge could be a base of 
innovation and acquiring the competitive advantage of the company. Such explanation 
of the consequences of the political behavior of the employees emphasizes the positive 
side of such tactics, having in mind that by following this method, the relationship based 
upon trust and reliance is formed, which enables the easier acquirement of knowledge 
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and information exchange, which in turn opens a new way of creating knowledge within 
the organization. Establishing close connections among the colleagues is an important 
prerequisite of experience exchange and unhindered flow of information within the 
establishment. 

Political behavior is standard for those individuals or groups within the 
organization who worry about their own interests. “The positive results of such behavior 
are related to the completion of goals in career, acquiring status and recognition within 
the organization, power and better position at work, realization of personal goals and 
completing key tasks. The negative consequences refer to losing of strategic power, 
reliance and job, losing the higher position, negative feelings towards others, internal 
feeling of guilt, promotion at insufficient levels and weak performance at work” (Kumar 
& Rehana, 1989, p. 306). Both the groups and individuals, in order to achieve their career 
goals and in order to become promoted to a higher position, use various techniques 
of political behavior in order to pose competition to other members of the groups or 
individuals in the organization. The competition is formed by having scarce resources 
and having limited possibilities of advancement within the enterprise and as competition 
between members of the organization becomes stronger, engaging in political behavior 
will be more intense. However, it is of key importance for the individual to evaluate if a 
certain tactic is justified, in terms of influencing the benefits for the individual because, in 
some cases, the wish for accomplishment of benefits by using political behavior can have 
negative effects, for example, in terms of a criticism, judgment and even the loss of job.

Political behavior, in the end, affects the effectiveness of the organization. If the 
employee manages to gain influence by following this method, this will have repercussions 
to both individual and group effectiveness. In case the individual refrains from political 
behavior, in the conditions of extreme competitiveness with scarce resources, that 
individual will be the victim of that fight. “Having in mind that the organizations are 
by nature political systems, political behavior is quite normal. Having in mind that the 
resources of the organization are limited, it is necessary to sacrifice somebody’s demands 
when making decisions for achieving your goals. The members of the organization 
join the fight as to prevent their part being sacrificed” (Akgemci & Gok Gokce, 2015, 
p. 186). It can be deduced that political behavior is sometimes necessary, especially in 
contemporary methods of doing business.

According to Mintzberg (1977), “positive consequences of the political behavior 
from the aspect of the organization are: organizational flexibility, introducing 
organizational changes, getting rewarded according to merit”. In modern business 
conditions and especially for innovative businesses, organizational flexibility is a 
prerequisite for successful functioning. This implies flatter organizational structures, 
flexible employees who are not resisting changes within the company, but regard those 
changes as means of personal advancement, but also the development of the company. 
In order to ensure organizational flexibility, the key role is being led by the managers 
who, using their tactics of political behavior, can influence others to follow and support 
the changes in the organization. Such behavior from the superiors might influence the 
subordinate employees to contribute with their own ideas, which would result in the 
increase of their productivity. A special role here is played by tactics which are used to 
build trust and credibility of the managers as to make it easier for changes to take roots 
in the organization. One of the key element of the organizational culture of the successful 
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organizations is rewarding by merit. Political behavior can be an important factor for 
the realization of this system of rewarding the employees, which implies that skillful 
political managers could objectively assess the results of the members who will achieve 
their benefits by their merits. In the same manner, political behavior can be a factor of 
inadequate assessment of the employees’ performance, but also some of the best members 
can leave the organization due to the lack of motivation to engage into political behavior. 

Some studies (Sussman et al., 2002) show that political behavior leads to 
dysfunctional results, such as conflicts, dissatisfaction with the job and decreased 
productivity. Especially under the conditions of excessive political behavior can some of 
those events occur; the decline of dedication to the establishment, stress at work, fear of 
losing the job, bad interpersonal relations, troubled flow of information and knowledge 
within the organization, the feeling of mistrust and bad environment for the development 
of the innovative activities. The dedication to the organization decreases due to the lack of 
motivation by the employees. It has been confirmed by research that older employees are 
less dedicated to the organization within which excessive political behavior has taken its 
roots than the younger employees are” (Miller, Rutherford & Kolodinsky, 2008). One of 
the reasons can also be the leaning of the younger employees towards advancing in their 
position in the company by using tactics of political behavior, while the older employees 
tend to care more for the safe position. An unclear system of performance assessment 
and rewarding the employees, which is affected by the political behavior of the members 
of the organization and their various tactics, leads to the decrease of motivation with 
an increase of the chance that such members would leave the organization after that. 
This is especially the case with competent employees who are less motivated to engage in 
political behavior in order to achieve their goals. As a result, the organization can remain 
without the important human resources, and the biggest problem can be the outflow of 
important implicit knowledge in the minds of competent employees. Having in mind 
that the experts are less likely to be motivated with such behavior, there is a risk that they 
will leave the organization that tolerates excessive political behavior. The loss of their 
expertise is an important negative consequence of using such tactics.

The organization with a low degree of satisfaction of the employees would 
hardly achieve their goals (Valle & Witt, 2001). If there is political behavior within an 
organization, especially illegitimate which is not sanctified, it will affect the members 
of the organization by lowering their productivity, the employee satisfaction index, 
and especially under the influence of increased stress and tension at the workplace. In 
such conditions, the employees must make a decision whether to engage in the political 
behavior, use certain defensive mechanisms such as transferring responsibility to 
another person, excessive conformity, procrastination at work and similar, or leave the 
organization. Usually other members of the organization resort to this kind of behavior; 
there is an increase of distrust between the employees, there are conflicts between the 
members of the organization which in the end results with the decrease of the level of 
the performance and, with that, the decline in the results of the organization as a whole.

Besides that, some newer researches (Chang, Rosen & Levy, 2009) of the effects 
of political behavior from the aspect of the organization members show that individuals 
react negatively, which might lower their performance, job satisfaction and commitment, 
with the increase of employee turnover, neglect, absence from work and stress. Stress at 
work can occur via many different factors, such as high pressure situations, barriers to 
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complete tasks and the lack of recognition by managers. The managers play the key role 
in eliminating the stress that occurs by the excessive use of political behavior within an 
organization. The environment with poor social relationships between the employees, 
with a lot of conflict and the lack of support between colleagues is characterizing the 
presence of extremely stressful situations that distort the working environment (Semmer, 
2006). 

The individuals who are engaged in political behavior dedicate a lot of attention to 
this process, having in mind that that process is risky and that failure can easily occur, as 
well as some negative consequences for the employee. This is the reason they dedicate a lot 
of their time and energy which can reduce their productivity in the workplace and reduce 
their commitment to the work assignment. This can affect the reduction of employees’ 
performance, postponement of deadlines and other negative consequences, which 
ultimately reflect the inability to fulfill the goals of the organization and organizational 
effectiveness. Although it is possible, political behavior that contributes to the fulfillment 
of goals of both the individuals and the organization, the use of tactics of political behavior 
that leads to reduced trust among employees, the creation of fear in the organization, 
developing a hostile work environment that deteriorates business performance and 
productivity at the organization level. This creates a barrier in communication, limits the 
sharing of information and thus reduces organizational efficiency.

Mintzberg (1977) thinks that the key negative consequences of the political behavior 
within the organization are the unequal distribution of power between the individuals or groups, 
which leads to inequality, discrimination and the setting of personal goals ahead of organizational 
interests, which results in inefficiency and time loss on the level of the organization.

According to one research (Olorunleke, 2015, p. 69), political behavior has a negative 
influence on the fulfillment of the organizational goals. It has been concluded that the 
organizational performances can be enhanced by liberating the working environment from 
the political behavior. It is being thought that, this way, the effectiveness and efficiency of 
completing tasks at work will increase and that the employees would not waste their time 
on political behavior tactics. The decision-making process is more effective if it is free of 
political behavior influence, thus emphasizing the direct connection of responsibilities with 
the initiatives employed managers have. The importance of understanding the employees 
is being pointed out, for they are the stakeholders of the enterprise and they work for the 
interest of each and every member of the organization. Also, excessive political behavior 
in the organization leads to a decline in morale among employees, a greater fluctuation 
of employees, spending time and effort, which can result in a lower performance of the 
organization. The managers and leaders play a key role in this environment. They are expected 
to encourage open and clear communication, to develop the culture of trust between the 
employees, as well as the team work, avoid any way of making certain individuals seemingly 
favorite, based only on the factors that are not directly connected with their results, they 
need to be familiar with the key tactics of political behavior and learn how to recognize such 
behavior if it occurs within their subordinate employees. It is especially important to ensure 
the understanding of the organizational goals by every member of the organization and 
getting agreement with those goals, as well as emphasizing that certain tactics of political 
behavior are unprofessional and can be sanctioned. The end goal is to prevent the decline of 
the organizational effectiveness and efficiency.
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Organizations with highly expressive political behavior of their members base 
the rewarding system on factors such as group memberships or the power of the group 
members, and not as much on the merits of the individuals (Chang et al., 2012). This 
creates an unstable working environment and increases insecurities by the employees, 
which affects them by forcing them to spend more time enhancing their political 
skills and using the tactics of political behavior, and less time on the realization of the 
organizational goals.

The political action is of great importance for both the every member of the 
organization on all levels of hierarchy and for the organization as a whole. Having in 
mind that such activities influence the effectiveness and efficiency of the organization, 
the expectations of the individuals and their career goals as well, it can be concluded 
that politics plays an important role for the organization. If an enterprise cannot manage 
the political behavior of their members, the negative consequences will occur both from 
the individual and organizational aspects. Managers must strengthen their attitudes 
and manage such activities in the organization as to take a preventive reaction for the 
situations that might occur due to the political behavior of the employees.

Conclusion

In contemporary organizations, political behavior is bound to happen. The 
members of the organization are motivated for this behavior so that they could achieve 
better material and non-material benefits. Such behavior of the employees is not negative 
only from the aspect of the organization, but the full consequences will depend on the 
goals and means of such behavior, and on the organizational culture as well. The use of 
some tactics of political behavior can positively affect the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the organization and lead to the fulfillment of the organizational goals.

Political behavior involves behavior of social influence that individuals tend to 
realize their interests which are in accord or against the goals of the organization. In order 
for someone to achieve career goals by using political behavior, the political skills of that 
individual are of the biggest importance.

The effects of including the employees into the political behavior can be both 
positive and negative and they can be observed from the aspect of the individual and 
from the aspect of the organization as a whole. The most common negative effects of such 
behavior are connected with the increase of tension and stress at work, the decrease of 
dedication to the organization, the decline in productivity, the loss of morale, distorting 
the work atmosphere, limiting communication and exchange of information within 
the organization, which all contributes to weaker performances on the organizational 
level. However, we can also talk about certain positive results of the political behavior 
of the employees. Leaders can use some of those tactics of political behavior to increase 
motivation of the employees and to boost their effectiveness and efficiency, increase 
organizational flexibility and make sure that the organizational changes are adapted to 
quickly.

Political behavior is manifested in the employees on the lower hierarchical levels 
of the organization as well, in order to boost their position within the organization, but it 
is the more often the case of higher managerial levels in order to direct their subordinate 
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employees. This is the effective way of creating good trusty relationships between the 
members of the organization, but the excessive use of the tactics of political behavior, 
especially the illegitimate ones, will have important negative outcomes in the end from 
the aspect of the organization, and from the aspect of the individual as well. The key role 
in this process is played by experienced and skillful managers who must be aware of the 
presence of such activities within the organization and also must find defensive tactics 
in order to evade the negative consequences of the unavoidable political behavior of the 
employees.
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